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PURPOSE  
  
 Toyota was founded in 1937 by Kiichiro Toyoda, a Japanese automaker. Toyota 
is the world’s largest automaker and is the leader in U.S. sales. Toyota’s line of vehicles 
includes compact cars, full size pickups, luxury and hybrid cars. Toyota is recognized 
throughout the world as one of the highest quality automakers and has received numerous 
high quality awards. The purpose of this project was to monitor online social media in 
order to evaluate the effect of Toyota’s recent recall. 
  
 Toyota consumers were first affected in late September 2009 by a floor mat that 
interfered with the acceleration pedal. It then became a larger issue as more problems 
were discovered with acceleration pedal itself, leading to the voluntary recall of 
numerous makes and models. We wanted to gauge consumer’s opinions and feelings 
about the Toyota brand since the recall, and if they felt that the issue was detrimental 
enough for them to end their relationship with Toyota.  
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 To monitor Toyota we used social media sites, such as facebook, twitter and 
myspace. We also used Youtube and blogger websites including Everything Mom and 
Gawker. We found video and blogs through search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and 
Dogpile. Sources used from facebook and twitter, were located through the website’s 
internal search engine. The credibility of these websites was determined through Alexa, 
Technorati Authotory and Quantcast. All the sites we used had relatively high rankings as 
well as a high follower count. 
 
Results 
 
 After Monitoring the social media, we found that our results could be broken 
down into three major categories: product quality, customer satisfaction issues, and brand 
loyalty.  
 



  
 
 
 We found that consumers were very concerned about the quality of Toyota 
vehicles since the recall. A blogger on Fielder’s Choice stated that he/she was scared 
about the recall because it diminishes his/her trust in “automakers figuring this stuff out 
before it happens.” Another blogger, Jalopnik, wasn’t surprised about the recall because 
of previous problems with Toyota products. This display of concern by Toyota 
consumers is important for Toyota to recognize because it may push current consumers 
away from their brand, but it may also push away future consumers as well. 
 
 Customer satisfaction issues were a prevalent topic among the social media we 
looked at. Most consumers that expressed their opinion on Toyota were unsatisfied. The 
recall by Toyota angered many consumers, which led them to express their feelings 
through social media outlets. Many people felt that although Toyota has had a 50-year 
history of producing safe, reliable vehicles, the consumers were not pleased with how 
Toyota handled the issues surrounding the recall. This displeasure has led to consumer 
frustration and brand bashing. A member of the Toyota Recall Watch Group on facebook 
expressed his frustration by saying “I would love to take it back and tell them to stick it 
up there, but then again I will suffer. If I keep it I’ll have to worry every time my wife is 
in it…Toyota is throwing all of us under the bus.” Although consumers acknowledge 
Toyota’s apology, many feel the gesture from Toyota’s CEO Aiko Toyoda was insincere 
and lacking. 
 
 Unfortunately for Toyota, consumer’s negative attitude toward the automaker will 
have a negative effect on their brand loyalty. Many people expressed in a Youtube video 
that they will take their brand loyalty elsewhere and will “never trust them again.” The 
brand loyalty that Toyota has built over the past decades has begun to diminish with each 
additional recall. Although the majority of consumers are unsatisfied with its products, 
there are still a few who swear by the brand. Those who remain satisfied customer’s feel 
that Toyota has made a great effort to communicate to its publics with the sincerest of 
apologies. Supporters believe that Toyota’s new commercial has a tone that is 
informative and apologetic, building a continually growing rift between those who 
remain loyal and those who have lost trust. 
  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 Due to Toyota’s recall, consumer loyalty has significantly decreased. Toyota will 
most likely suffer a huge loss of followers and will have a hard time regaining the loyalty 
the company once had. Toyota was too slow in delivering apologies and dealing with 
consumer dissatisfaction, which lead to the huge swell of negative social media. The 
crisis communication tactics were poorly utilized and should have taken place much soon 
than they were employed. Toyota has a lot of work ahead of them to regain their once 
prestigious reputation. 


